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Entanglement of distinguishable quantum memories
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Time-resolved photon detection can be used to generate entanglement between distinguishable photons.
This technique can be extended to entangle quantum memories that emit photons with different frequencies and
identical temporal profiles without the loss of entanglement rate or fidelity. We experimentally realize this process
using remotely trapped 171 Yb+ ions where heralded entanglement is generated by interfering distinguishable
photons. This technique may be necessary for future modular quantum systems and networks that are composed
of heterogeneous qubits.
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The entanglement of remote quantum memories via photons is an enabling technology for modular quantum computing, transmission of quantum information, and networked
quantum timekeeping [1–5]. All of these applications rely on
the excellent control and long-lived coherence properties of
quantum memories and the ease with which photons can be
used to distribute both entanglement and quantum information.
Currently, photon-mediated entanglement of remote quantum memories has only been achieved using heralded schemes;
atomic ensembles [6], trapped ions [7], single neutral atoms
in optical cavities [8], and nitrogen vacancy centers in
diamond [9] have all been entangled in this manner. However,
heralded entanglement is possible in these systems because
the memories inherently emit indistinguishable photons or
can be manipulated to do so. This requirement of photon
indistinguishability is a major impediment to the construction
of heterogeneous quantum networks and also hinders the
entanglement of similar memories whose emission frequencies
differ due to variations in local environment or fabrication.
Recently, photons with frequencies that differ by many
linewidths have been entangled using time-resolved detection
and active feedforward [10]. Here, we extend this technique
to entangle distinguishable remote quantum memories by
interference of distinguishable photons.
In order to generate heralded entanglement of remote
quantum memories, photons emitted from each memory enter
a partial Bell state analyzer where they interfere on a beam
splitter and are subsequently detected, projecting the memories
into a corresponding entangled state. If the photons are
identical, the memories will be projected into a known Bell
state [11]. However, if the photons are distinguishable, the
resulting entangled memory state will have some additional
phase factor or unequal probability amplitudes. Here we
assume that quantum memories labeled A and B emit photons
with identical temporal profiles but frequencies that differ
by ω for a given polarization [12]. These two photons
are detected within the Bell state analyzer a time t apart,
projecting the memories into a Bell state with a time-dependent
phase, e.g., √12 (|01 + e−iωt |10), where {|0,|1} are the
computational basis states of each memory. The temporal
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resolution tr of the photon detection circuit determines how
precisely the phase ωt is known since the phase is
probabilistically distributed over an interval of characteristic
width ωtr . Thus, if tr  2π/ω, then the ambiguity of the
phase results in decoherence of the entangled memory state.
One solution is to use time-resolved photon detection
[13,14] where tr  2π/ω. In this limit, the phase of the
memory state ωtr  2π and therefore well defined for a
single heralded entanglement event. However, averaging over
all heralded entanglement events will lead to decoherence
due to the probabilistic distribution of photon detection
times t. This decoherence can be reduced by postselecting
entanglement events in which t  2π/ω at the cost of
entanglement rate [15]. Alternatively, if ω is known, t
can be fed forward to subsequent operations to maintain
high-fidelity, constant-phase memory entanglement without
sacrificing rate [10].
In this Rapid Communication, we entangle two remote
quantum memories that emit distinguishable photons by
utilizing time-resolved detection of photonic polarization
qubits. We reveal the time-dependent nature of the resulting
entangled memory state and observe that temporally filtering
detection events results in maximized state fidelity. Finally, we
show how feedforward can be used to generate high-fidelity
entanglement without a reduction in entanglement rate.
We use trapped 171 Yb+ atoms as quantum memories
[Fig. 1(a)]. A magnetic field at each memory provides a
quantization axis while standard photon scattering methods
are used for Doppler cooling, state initialization, and detection
[16]. We apply microwave fields to manipulate the state of
each atom within the 2S1/2 ground-state manifold.
The quantum memories are entangled using photonic
polarization qubits [12]. To generate a single photon from
an atom, it is initially excited using a π polarized, 2-ps
pulse from a Ti:sapphire laser resonant with the 2S1/2 → 2P1/2
transition [Fig. 1(a)]. The memory then emits a single photon
with a τ = 8.1 ns decaying exponential temporal profile.
This photon’s polarization is entangled with its parent atom’s
state due to atomic selection rules [12]. The photon is then
collected along the quantization axis by a numerical aperture
NA = 0.65 objective, coupled to a single-mode fiber mounted
in a manual fiber polarization controller, and directed to a
partial Bell state analyzer for detection [Fig. 1(b)]. Though
photons of any polarization are emitted, π polarized photons
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) The energy-level diagram of the
171
Yb+ quantum memory. Photon generation (blue dashed) and collection (red dotted) transitions are labeled along with the microwave
transitions (green solid) used to analyze the entangled memory state.
σ ± polarized light is emitted by each memory before being converted
to the linear basis by a λ/4 wave plate. (b) Experimental setup
including quantum memories, photon collection optics, and a partial
Bell state analyzer. The analyzer consists of a 50:50 nonpolarizing
beam splitter (50:50 BS), two polarizing beam splitters (PBSs), and
four photomultiplier tubes (PMTs).

do not couple to the fiber due to the electric field’s rotational
cylindrical symmetry [17]. A λ/4 wave plate just prior to
the fiber rotates the σ ± polarized photons to the linear basis
{|H ,|V } and the fiber is strained to maintain the photon polarization. The resulting memory-photon entangled state after
the fiber is √12 (|↑ |V  − i |↓ |H ), where {|↑ ,|↓} denote
the 2S1/2 |F = 1,mF = ±1 atomic states [see Fig. 1(a)].
Within the Bell state analyzer, photons from each memory
coincidentally impinge upon the beam splitter before being
sorted in the linear basis {|H ,|V } by thin-film polarizers
and detected with a time difference t during a coincidence
window T = 60 ns. The start of T is triggered by the ultrafast
excitation pulse and the window length is set to encompass
>99% of the photonic temporal profile. Clicks from specific
detector pairs indicate that the joint photon state prior to
detecting a photon is ideally a Bell state with a time-dependent
phase. This detection event projects the quantum memories
into the corresponding entangled state
1

| = √ (|↓↑ + e−i (ωt+2ωt −φD +φ0 ) |↑↓),
2

(1)

where t  is the time elapsed following the detection of the
second photon, φD is 0 or π depending on which pair of
detectors registers the photons [11], and φ0 is a stable intermemory phase [18]. The probability of two-photon collection
and detection during a window T = 60 ns is ∼10−5 , resulting
in an entanglement rate of order Hz [18].
For our conventional memory-memory entanglement configuration, we apply different magnetic field magnitudes at
each atom to adjust the photon frequency difference ω
[Fig. 2(a)]. However, a minimum magnetic field must be
applied to eliminate coherent dark states which reduce Doppler
cooling efficiency [19]. Large maximum fields can be generated in principle, but shifts of the magnetic field sensitive
levels on the order of the transition linewidth complicate
cooling, state preparation, and state detection. An alternative
approach makes use of similar magnetic field magnitudes
at each quantum memory and a λ/2 wave plate in memory
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) In the conventional memory-memory
entanglement configuration, the polarization of photons from both
memories are associated with the same atomic state. The resulting
photon frequency difference ω is limited by the largest magnetic
field difference we can apply across the two memories. The ket
subscripts represent which memory the state is associated with. (b)
By introducing a λ/2 wave plate to one photon path and rotating that
photon’s polarization to the orthogonal linear state, the polarizations
of the two photons are now associated with atomic states with opposite
Zeeman shifts. This technique maximizes ω for a given maximum
magnetic field magnitude.

B’s photon path [Fig. 1(b)]. In this configuration, the wave
plate rotates the photon polarization for a single memory to
the orthogonal linear state to map √12 (|↑ |V  − i |↓ |H ) →

(|↑ |H  − i |↓ |V ). Photons with identical polarization
from different atoms now have a frequency difference ω
equal to the Zeeman splitting between the |↑A and |↓B
states for a given magnetic field magnitude [Fig. 2(b)]. Upon
detection of both photons by an appropriate detector pair, the
ions are projected into the entangled state
√1
2



|  = |↓↓ − ei (ωt+2ωt +φD +φ0 ) |↑↑.

(2)

In order to analyze the entangled memory state, we
experimentally extract elements from the density matrix by
applying rotations concurrently to both memories [Fig. 1(a)].
Since fluorescence detection does not distinguish between
the |↓ and |↑ states, a microwave π pulse first transfers
any atomic population from |↓ to |0 in both ion traps,
where |0 denotes the 2S1/2 |F = 0,mF = 0 atomic ground
state. We then use state-dependent fluorescence to measure
the populations P|00 , P|0↑ , P|↑0 , and P|↑↑ . To determine the
coherences ρ| and ρ|  , an analysis pulse on each memory
follows the initial transfer pulse [20]. The analysis pulse
consists of a rotation R̂( π2 ,φa ) (R̂( π2 ,φb )) resonant with the
|0 → |↑ transition of memory A (B), where φi is the phase of
the microwave radiation applied to memory i. We measure the
probability of being in an odd parity state P o = P|0↑ + P|↑0
for a variety of analysis phases φa ,φb using state-dependent
fluorescence. To extract |i = |ρ|i |, the data are fit to
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Frequency line shapes for indistinguishable (ω = 2π × 1.35 MHz) and distinguishable (ω = 2π ×
28.35 MHz) photons with linewidth = 1/τ = 2π × 19.6 MHz.
(b) Extracted time-dependent phase evolution of P o oscillations for
the | and |  memory states. We find ω = 2π × 1.4(2) MHz for
| and ω = 2π × 27.1(1.7) MHz for | . The φ  = ±ωt + φ0
data have been offset such that φ0 = 0 and the error bars correspond
to the standard error of the mean.

o
By choosing φa = −φb we measure P|
exclusively and
o
with φa = φb we measure P|  . We then calculate the
| ρ̂ |  =
fidelity | ρ̂ | = 12 (P|0↑ + P|↑0 ) + | or
1
(P|0↑ + P|↑0 ) + |  to verify the creation of the desired
2
entangled state.
We analyze the evolution of the entangled memory state for
indistinguishable and distinguishable photons using a photon
detection circuit with temporal resolution tr = 5 ns. With
similar magnetic field amplitudes at each memory, we set the
angle between the slow axis of the λ/2 wave plate and the V
polarization direction to be 0 (π/4) to generate indistinguishable (distinguishable) photons with ω = 2π × 1.35 MHz =
0.069/τ (ω = 2π × 28.35 MHz = 1.45/τ ) [Fig. 3(a)]. We
separate the P o data according to the t recorded by our
photon detection circuit and extract the phase φ  = ±ωt +
φ0 by fitting the data to Eq. (3). We calculate ω from the slope
of φ  vs t and average the ω values for φD = 0,π . For
the indistinguishable (distinguishable) case, we find a mean
experimental phase evolution of ω = 2π × 1.4(2) MHz
(ω = 2π × 27.1(1.7) MHz) which agrees with the measured
qubit splitting [Fig. 3(b)]. Furthermore, the accrued phase has
the expected sign.
Averaging over the phase evolution of many entanglement
events results in decoherence of the joint memory state. To
verify this behavior, we analyze the resulting state for all
entanglement events in which t  tmax , where tmax  T
is a variable, maximum photon interarrival time (Fig. 4). We
expect no significant phase evolution for the indistinguishable
case and thus minimal loss of fidelity for any tmax . For
the distinguishable case, the entangled state phase and thus
P|o  advances by 2π for t = 2π/ω ≈ 35 ns. Therefore, as
tmax increases, the entangled state fidelity decreases due

FIG. 4. (Color online) Entangled memory state fidelity vs maximum time between detector clicks during an entanglement event.
For the indistinguishable case where the joint memory state is |,
the fidelity is nearly constant for all values of tmax . For the | 
state, which is associated with distinguishable photons, there is a
clear increase in fidelity for tmax < 2π/ω ≈ 35 ns. Error bars
correspond to the standard error of the mean.

to the out-of-phase contributions of entangled states with
different t. In this experiment, the fidelity asymptotes to
a value larger than the mixed state limit of 0.5 as the
majority of entanglement events occur with t  10 ns due
to the exponential distribution of t. For t  5 ns, the
fidelity
|ρ̂|  is maximized despite the distinguishability
of the emitted photons, but it does not reach
|ρ̂| . The
observed discrepancy may be explained by the protection
against dephasing provided by the | state [21]. Since the
|↓ and |↑ states are first-order sensitive to magnetic field
fluctuations, significant dephasing of the |  state occurs due
to common-mode magnetic field noise during the ∼50 μs
necessary for the transfer and analysis pulses. Additionally, the
|  state is more sensitive to ns jitter in the photon detection
and analysis electronics due to the larger value of ω.
In order to set the phase of the entangled memory state
when tr is sufficiently small, either tmax must also be small
or t used to feedforward a phase adjustment to the memory
state [10]. By restricting tmax  2π/ω, the maximum
possible entangled memory state phase evolution is ωtmax .
However, the number of entanglement events decreases due to
the exponential distribution of t. Taking tmax = tr = 5 ns,
our experimental entanglement rate R = 0.2R0 , where R0 is
the rate when all entanglement events are accepted. By setting
tmax = tr , we can maintain a large coincidence window
T which spans the photonic temporal profile and does not
temporally filter the coincident detection events. We then
only select events in which t = 5 ns from within T . This
is an improvement over a simple gating procedure [15] in
which the coincidence window T = tr and R = 0.07R0 in our
experiment.
Feeding t forward to subsequent operations eliminates the
need for postselection at the cost of increased overhead. In this
experiment, the simplest method to convert ωt to a constant
1
phase φc consists of waiting a time t  = 2ω
(φc ± φD − φ0 −
ωt) following an entanglement event where the top sign is
associated with |  and the bottom with | [22]. Such a wait
operation could be performed in t   370 ns (t   18 ns) for
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) P|o  (φD = π ) as a function of analysis pulse phases φa and φb for varying values of photon detection time
difference t. The sinusoids are incoherent due to their time-dependent phase shifts. (b) We postprocess the entangled state by shifting the
analysis phases φa + φb → φa + φb + ωt using the experimentally measured photon frequency difference ω and t. The resulting parity
oscillations are in phase. Here, the fit serves as a guide to the eye. (c) Fidelity of the entangled memory state for the original (blue squares)
and phase-shifted (black diamonds) data. Fidelity loss due to the time-dependent phase is significantly reduced for the latter. All error bars
correspond to the standard error of the mean.

any t in the indistinguishable (distinguishable) photon case.
Alternative approaches include applying a σ̂z interaction for
an appropriate time to a single memory or recording t and
modifying the phase of subsequent rotations of the entangled
state. For trapped ions, this feedforward operation can be
completed many orders of magnitude faster than entanglement
is generated [18], resulting in minimal additional overhead.
However, any feedforward operation will require a temporal
resolution  π/ω in order to track the entangled state phase
2ωt  and faithfully produce φc . We postprocess the entangled
memory state |  for φD = π by shifting the phase of each
P|o  oscillation by the known phase accumulation ωt such
that φa + φb → φa + φb + ωt. The resulting P|o  curves
are coherent for any photon detection time difference t and
the fidelity is maximized (Fig. 5).
We have utilized time-resolved photon detection to demonstrate entanglement of quantum memories that emit distinguishable photons. We filter entanglement events to reduce
decoherence and generate uniform entanglement without
sacrificing entanglement rate. This system is amenable to the
use of feedforward to generate entangled states with no loss
in entanglement rate due to postselection or postprocessing.
These techniques can be applied to a heterogeneous quantum
network or other modular quantum system constructed of
nonidentical components without the need for the modification

of individual electromagnetic or strain environments. Instead,
the quality of entanglement within the system is dependent on
the speed and phase noise of the detection electronics and their
clock. Photon detectors with jitter of order 10 ps, coincident
detection electronics with ps resolution, and stable oscillators
with frequencies of order 10 GHz are currently available
and could ideally be used to generate entanglement between
memories with identical temporal profiles and ω ∼ 2π ×
1 GHz via feedforward. Moreover, high-fidelity entanglement
of quantum memories that may differ in physical origin, such
as trapped ions and quantum dots, is possible by interfering
photons with arbitrary frequency difference as long as the
detection circuit temporal resolution tr  2π/ω and the
photon temporal profiles are sufficiently matched [23]. As long
as the detection circuit temporal resolution meets this criteria,
then all phase evolution of the entangled state can be tracked
and corrected to generate a coherent ensemble of entangled
memory states.
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